Dramatic changes in the North American landscape over the last 12 000 years have shaped the genomes of the small mammals, such as the white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus), which currently inhabit the region. However, very recent interactions of populations with each other and the environment are expected to leave the most pronounced signature on rapidly evolving nuclear microsatellite loci. We analyzed landscape characteristics and microsatellite markers of P. leucopus populations along a transect from southern Ohio to northern Michigan, in order to evaluate hypotheses about the spatial distribution of genetic heterogeneity. Genetic diversity increased to the north and was best approximated by a single-variable model based on habitat availability within a 0.5-km radius of trapping sites. Interpopulation differentiation measured by clustering analysis was highly variable and not significantly related to latitude or habitat availability. Interpopulation differentiation measured as F ST values and chord distance was correlated with the proportion of habitat intervening, but was best explained by agricultural distance and by latitude. The observed gradients in diversity and interpopulation differentiation were consistent with recent habitat availability being the major constraint on effective population size in this system, and contradicted the predictions of both the postglacial expansion and core-periphery hypotheses.
INTRODUCTION
The documented biological effects of severe habitat destruction and fragmentation include both reduced genetic diversity and increased interpopulation differentiation in many species (Cushman et al., 2012) . Genetic effects of fragmentation have been well demonstrated in mammals with specific or high resource demands, such as brown bears, wolves and chamois (summarized in Zachos and Hacklaender, 2011) . However, genetic differentiation can be difficult to detect, especially in animals that have large individual ranges or strong dispersal capabilities. In part, this may be due to a time lag in the response of genetic diversity to changes in habitat availability and/or population size (for example, see Harrison et al., 2012) . In short-lived animals that should show genetic effects quickly, it may also be because conventional isolation-by-distance and clustering analyses can miss differentiation that is distributed in complex, irregular or subtle ways across a landscape (Jenkins et al., 2010; Selkoe et al., 2010) .
Primarily because of logistical limitations, population genetic analyses typically focus on individuals or populations distributed over relatively short distances, such as kilometers or tens of kilometers (for examples, see Anderson and Meikle, 2010; Harrisson et al., 2012) . However, genetic analyses that incorporate landscape variables have been able to detect subtle genetic patterns in species that otherwise show little population genetic structure over distances of tens to hundreds of kilometers, such as marine animals (Selkoe et al., 2010) and vagile terrestrial vertebrates (Robinson et al., 2012) , as long as the landscape features are sufficiently variable (Short Bull et al., 2011 ).
An excellent test case for exploring the limits of landscape genetic analyses is provided by the white-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopus, a common, highly vagile woodland rodent that utilizes various types of microhabitat within deciduous forests (Nupp and Swihart, 2000; Kamler and Pennock, 2004) . Its range is very extensive relative to the typical dispersal distance of about 250 m for an individual mouse (Rasmussen, 1964; Krohne et al., 1984) , and the landscape of most of its range has been highly modified by humans in the recent past. Across a number of population genetic studies, this species has shown mostly low levels of irregularly distributed nuclear genetic structure (Mossman and Waser, 2001; Anderson and Meikle, 2010; MunshiSouth and Kharchenko, 2010; Rogic et al., 2013) . It is thus an organism whose population genetics are very difficult to interpret without considering the effects of the present and past landscapes on its distribution (Rogic et al., 2013) .
Similar to many animal species in the northern part of North America, P. leucopus was eradicated in the Great Lakes region during the last glacial period and re-established by postglacial colonization from scattered southern refugia about 12 000 years ago (Pielou, 1992; Soltis et al., 2006) . Such large colonization events leave genetic signatures that can be recovered using neutral molecular markers (Soltis et al., 2006) . For instance, a combination of stepwise dispersal and leading-edge effects are expected to produce a decrease in genetic diversity and an increase in interpopulation divergence in the direction of colonization (Rowe et al., 2006) . This has in fact been observed for several Midwestern species, including P. leucopus, using mitochondrial DNA markers. P. leucopus appears to have colonized the Great Lakes region from a single refuge located to the southeast of present-day Ohio, and it shows a decline in mitochondrial haplotype diversity along an axis from southern Ohio to northern Michigan (Rowe et al., 2006) .
Post-glacial expansion of P. leucopus brought the species to its northern range limit in northern Michigan, where further advancement was likely limited by poor overwinter survivorship (Wolff, 1996; Myers et al., 2009) . If the range limit of this species is due to selection acting on its physiological tolerances, proximity to this range limit should result in smaller and more infrequent populations with increased turnover near the periphery (the 'core-periphery hypothesis'; Brown, 1984; Gilpin, 1991) . Both the postglacial expansion and core-periphery hypotheses would predict that genetic diversity of P. leucopus in northern Michigan should be lower than would be expected based on the amount of habitat available (Brown et al., 1995) .
The postglacial landscape of the Great Lakes region has continued to change over the last several 100 years. Habitat conversion for farming and human settlement has removed the vast majority of the heavy forest cover that existed there before European colonization. For P. leucopus populations in Ohio and southern Michigan, the scarcity of intact forest habitat in these heavily farmed regions should have resulted in genetic isolation and rapid drift (Kyle and Strobeck, 2001; Cushman et al., 2012) . In contrast, mice should exhibit higher diversity and less differentiation in areas such as northern Michigan, where much of the land has been allowed to return to forest after extensive logging and the large-scale abandonment of unproductive farms in the early 1900s (Botti and Moore, 2006) . These recent changes would thus be expected to cause a pattern of greater diversity in northern populations, exactly opposite to the pattern expected if postglacial colonization or core-periphery effects were the major determinants of present-day population structure.
We examined microsatellite genetic diversity and analyzed preclassified land cover data along a 700-km transect from southwestern Ohio to northern Michigan, to answer two main questions about the relative influence of historic events versus current landscape on the genetic structure of Peromyscus leucopus in the upper Midwest. Question 1: we asked whether changes in P. leucopus nuclear genetic structure and diversity are more consistent with being determined by postglacial expansion from southern refugia, by core-periphery effects, by habitat availability or by isolation-by-distance. Genetic diversity should decrease and interpopulation divergence should increase to the north if postglacial colonization and/or core-periphery effects are key determinants, or to the south if habitat availability is the primary determinant (Kyle and Strobeck, 2001; Rowe et al., 2006; Soltis et al., 2006; Cushman et al., 2012) ; interpopulation differentiation should be highest at middle latitudes if only isolation-by-distance is a factor in population structure. To address this question, we characterized populations for genetic diversity, interpopulation differentiation and isolation-by-distance, and we obtained indices of habitat distribution in the vicinity of each study site at three different spatial scales. Question 2: we asked whether interpopulation differentiation is best explained by the nature of the landscape separating populations. We evaluated landcover-based measurements using an information theoretical approach to find the best explanatory model for nuclear genetic distances between populations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Population genetic structure
Sampling and genotyping. Tissue samples were obtained from 12 P. leucopus populations in Michigan and Ohio (Figure 1b ; exact sampling locations are shown in Supplementary Table S1), from 2002 to 2009. We trapped eight of these populations directly, using non-lethal traps (HB Sherman Traps, Tallahassee, FL, USA) baited with whole oats that were placed in the evening and checked the following morning. A small piece of ear tissue was removed from each animal for DNA extraction before it was released. Animals were handled in accordance with guidelines established by the American Society of Mammalogists (Gannon et al., 2007) , using a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Miami University. DNA samples from the Jericho, Bachelor and Richardson populations in southwestern Ohio (Anderson and Meikle, 2010) were obtained from C Anderson (Miami University). DNA samples from the Carter Woods population in northwestern Ohio were obtained from S Vessey (Bowling Green State University).
We isolated DNA from ear tissue using the e.Z.N.A. Tissue DNA Kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, GA, USA). We selected microsatellite primer sets from the literature and amplified the markers by PCR using Promega Go-Taq Flexi Polymerase system (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) under empirically determined conditions (Supplementary Table S2 Product peaks were identified manually, using Peak Scanner v1.0 software (Applied Biosystems). Samples that produced ambiguous or negative results on a first attempt were repeated; genotypes that remained ambiguous were repeated until identical duplicate genotypes were obtained. Samples producing consistently ambiguous or negative genotypes after three repetitions were treated as null at that locus. We determined an error rate for genotyping by independently amplifying and genotyping 10% of the samples a second time for each locus; null results attributable to poor amplification were not included in error rate estimates. Any identified errors were corrected by repeated genotyping, as described above.
Basic population genetic analyses. We estimated classical population genetic parameters in GenePop version 4.0 (Rousset, 2008) unless otherwise noted. Data were evaluated for linkage disequilibrium and deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium (HWE) using a log-likelihood ratio test in GenePop version 4.0 (Rousset, 2008) . Significance of results was determined after applying the B-H false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons to retain detection power while conducting many comparisons (Narum, 2006) . The possibility of null alleles, which can lead to failed genotype determination and heterozygote deficiency, was examined using MicroChecker version 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al., 2004) to analyze homozygote excess over the various allele size classes. When null alleles were found to be present at frequencies of over 5%, allele frequencies were adjusted for some analyses using an estimator based on frequencies of heterozygote deficiency and null homozygotes (Brookfield, 1996) . This method corrects for bias in allele frequency estimates due to null alleles, by assuming HWE (Van Oosterhout et al., 2004) . Using this approach does risk artificially masking some real heterozygote deficiencies found in non-HWE populations, but because null alleles have previously been reported for this species (Anderson and Meikle, 2010; Rogic et al., 2013) , we considered underestimates of heterozygosity a greater concern.
Genetic diversity. We measured genetic diversity using allelic richness (A R ), the average number of alleles per locus observed in a population, and also using observed and expected heterozygosity (H O , H E ). We standardized A R for sample size using the rarefaction method of HP-Rare version 1.0 (Kalinowski, 2006) . H O and H E were calculated in Arlequin v3.11 (Excoffier et al., 2005) .
Interpopulation differentiation. We analyzed genetic structure using the Bayesian program Structure v2.3.3 (Pritchard et al., 2000) to assign individuals to populations based on the assumption of characteristic allele frequencies and HWE in each population (Pritchard et al., 2000) . To determine the number of genetically relevant populations, we performed three runs of Structure at each value of K from 1 to 10, with 10 6 repetitions in each run and a burn-in of 100 000 repetitions. Although the Structure algorithm is known to be problematic when allele frequencies vary continuously due to isolation by distance or high levels of gene flow (Pritchard et al., 2000; Evanno et al., 2005) , we used it in conjunction with other methods described below as a broad descriptor of levels of differentiation among our study sites. We determined the number of clusters using the DK metric (Evanno et al., 2005) , which is based on the second-order rate of change of the posterior probability of the data (Ln P(D)) and has been shown to perform better than posterior probability for diagnosing structure under some circumstances (Evanno et al., 2005) . We then fixed the value of K based on the mode of DK, performed 10 longer runs of 1.5 Â 10 6 generations with the fixed value of K ¼ 2 and compiled these runs using the program CLUMPP v1.1.2 (Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007) to produce consensus cluster assignments.
We also measured interpopulation differentiation using F ST and the CavalliSforza and Edwards (1967) chord distance (D C ), two widely used and distinct differentiation metrics for microsatellite data. We estimated F ST as y, which was calculated from sample-size-weighted variation in allele frequencies in GenePop v4.0 (Weir and Cockerham, 1984; Rousset, 2008) . We calculated the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards chord distance (D C ) in Fstat v2.9.3.2 (Goudet, 1995) . We examined correlation between geographical distance and both measures of genetic distance using Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) .
Landscape models of genetic diversity
Landscape characteristics. Landscape analyses were performed in ArcGIS version 9 with the Spatial Analyst extension (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). The 2001 national land cover data set (Homer et al., 2004) was obtained for our study area in Michigan and Ohio from the National Map Seamless Server (http: //seamless.usgs.gov). The national land cover data set classifies the land cover of 30 Â 30 m pixels into 1 of 16 different cover classes (exclusive of Alaska and coastal areas not included in this study). As P. leucopus is known to prefer hardwood forest habitat (Parren and Capen, 1985; Cummings and Vessey, 1994; Kamler and Pennock, 2004) , we considered categories 41 (deciduous forest) and 43 (mixed forest) to be potential mouse habitat, and other classes to be non-habitat, as described below. However, white-footed mice can utilize other habitat types as sinks, or utilize forest fragments within other types; thus, our methods may underestimate the true availability of habitat for this species.
We calculated the habitat abundance and distribution in the neighborhood of our trapping locations at three scales likely to impact the genetics of local P. leucopus. We defined our smallest scale based on Rasmussen's (1964) estimate that the effective population size for mice is approximated by the number of adults in a circle of radius 2s, where s is the s.d. of the distribution of female dispersal distances between birth and breeding from a study, and thus an estimate of typical dispersal distances. For s, we used a value of 250 m, the midpoint of estimates of typical dispersal distances for Peromyscus spp. females from several studies, which range from 200 to 300 m (Rasmussen, 1964; Krohne et al., 1984; Neigel et al., 1991) . Therefore, we measured habitat composition within a radius of 0.5, 5 or 50 km. At each spatial scale, we calculated five estimates of habitat abundance/distribution using ArcGIS v9.3 with the Spatial Analyst extension: area of forest habitat coverage; area: perimeter ratio (calculated as total habitat area divided by total habitat perimeter length); average patch size; patch density (number of patches per total area); and average nearest-neighbor distance between patches.
Statistical analyses. We used ordinary least squares simultaneous autoregression (SAR) within an information theoretical framework to identify the model that best explains the relationship between landscape variables and genetic diversity measurements. SAR is a form of spatial regression that incorporates autocorrelation in the residuals of a generalized least squares model (Rangel et al., 2006) . Before modeling, we tested for colinearity among landscape variables by using the modified t-test of Dutilleul (1993) to evaluate Pearson's product-moment correlations in the context of autocorrelated spatial data, and did not combine variables that were correlated beyond a cutoff value of r4|0.6| in the same model. We also evaluated each landscape predictor variable for the assumption of normality and used the natural logarithms of the variables for model building when necessary. We performed the modified t-test in PASSAGE 1.1 (Rosenberg, 2001 ). We produced a set of candidate models by choosing the variables most likely to affect population connectivity in terms of habitat availability (habitat area), patch size or shape (area: perimeter ratio), and patch organization (nearest-neighbor distance). We then examined all 12 of the possible 1-, 2-or 3-variable combination models (for each genetic diversity parameter) that did not combine highly correlated predictor variables. We then ranked models based on AICc, an adjustment of Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) for small sample sizes (Hurvich and Tsai, 1989) . AIC estimates the distance between current and ideal models, and includes a penalty for the incorporation of additional parameters; the model with the lowest AIC value provides the best approximation of the true model (Burnham and Anderson, 1998) . We performed SAR and AICc calculations in SAM v4.0 (Rangel et al., 2006) .
Landscape models of genetic differentiation
Landscape distances. We quantified landscape distances likely to affect population differentiation in several ways. We chose to use linear landscape distances because (1) over distances of hundreds of kilometers, many dispersal routes are possible, and least-cost distances are therefore more likely to be Landscape genetics of Peromyscus leucopus ZS Taylor and SMG Hoffman artifacts of the algorithm and cost weighting used than routes used by actual mice; (2) with nearly 3 Â 10 8 pixels in our geographical data set, optimization of cost weights is computationally difficult without smoothing that would obscure the small amount of heterogeneity in much of the region. Euclidean distances between trapping sites were calculated using the Geographical Distance Matrix Generator (Ersts, 2010) . We also produced land cover-specific distances by quantifying the land cover between each site with the 30 m national land cover data set (Homer et al., 2004) in ArcGIS v9.3 and its Spatial Analyst extension. We used the zonal histogram of a straight-line polyline shapefile drawn between each trapping site to count the number of 30 m pixels of each land cover type that intersect a line drawn between each trapping site pair. We then compiled the 15 recognized land cover classes found in our study area into 5 summary distances, as follows: potential mouse habitat (sum of pixels of land cover classes 41 and 43), open water (class 11), natural nonhabitat (classes 31, 42, 52, 71, 90 and 95), agricultural lands (81 and 82) and developed lands (21, 22, 23 and 24) . A complete description of the national land cover data set land cover classes can be found at http://www.mrlc.gov/ nlcd_definitions.php. As all of these distance values are expected to increase with geographical distance, we also used the habitat:distance ratio (potential habitat distance/total distance) as a distance-independent measure of the environment of each trapping site pair.
Correlation analyses. We analyzed the relationship between assignment to Bayesian clusters and local landscape statistics using SAR implemented in SAM v4.0 (Rangel et al., 2006) . To determine whether genetic clustering could be responding to the same landscape characteristics as is genetic diversity, we compared the average proportion of the genome per population assigned to Cluster 1 (as determined by Structure) with the most important variables from genetic diversity analyses: latitude and habitat availability at 0.5 km. We used two complementary methods to identify landscape variables that were related to genetic distances. First, we used Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) and partial Mantel tests to identify landscape distances correlated with interpopulation differentiation. For the independent variables, we tested each of the five summary land cover distances individually and in combination, as well as the proportion of intervening distance that was habitat and the latitudinal midpoint of each location pair for a total set of 17 candidate models. For the y-matrix, we used both D C from Fstat and the F ST genetic distance matrix produced by GenePop, linearized with respect to genetic differentiation (F ST / (1 ÀF ST )) (Slatkin, 1995) . We performed Mantel and partial Mantel tests in Fstat v2.9.3.2. (Goudet, 1995) , and evaluated the significance of results after 10 000 permutations, after applying the B-H false discovery rate correction (Narum, 2006) . We use the term r M below to distinguish statistics produced by Mantel tests from those produced by regression.
To complement the Mantel tests, we used linear mixed models within an information theoretical framework. We used the approach of Selkoe et al. (2010) and procedures described by Zuur et al. (2009) to model the influence of landscape distances on genetic distances, while incorporating site effects and the non-independence of data points. We fit all models using maximum likelihood and a Gaussian response model. We added two nominal variables, indicating the sites represented by each distance measurement, and used these random-effects variables in our models, along with the fixed effects represented by the landscape distance measurements. We tested a total of 17 candidate models, including the five summary land cover distances in single-or twovariable models, as well as the proportion of intervening distance that was habitat and the latitudinal midpoint of each pair of locations. We constructed linear mixed models and AIC calculations using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2012) in the program R v2.15.1 (R Development Core Team, 2008). We calculated AICc according to the formula:
, where k is the number of parameters and n is the number of observations (Hurvich and Tsai, 1989) . In addition to r 2 and AICc, we provide the deviance (D) as a measure of fit, where D ¼ À2 (log likelihood).
RESULTS
Population genetic structure
Sampling and genotyping. One hundred and thirty-seven individuals from 12 populations were trapped and sampled, including 5-20 animals per population and at least 10 animals in 9 of the 12 populations (Table 1) . Mice were genotyped at 10 loci (Supplementary Table S2 ), all of which were polymorphic in all populations. The overall rate for incorrect genotyping, measured from random sample repetition, was 0.7%.
Basic population genetic analyses. We detected null alleles at all loci, except PLGT-62. In most cases, detected frequencies were low and allele frequencies were corrected before further analyses. For loci PO-9 and PO-26, the frequency of null alleles exceeded 20%; we therefore excluded these loci from all analyses, except allelic richness. After correction for multiple comparisons with the B-H method, we detected significant deviations from linkage disequilibrium in 1 of 336 locus-locus/population comparisons (Bonferroni or false discovery rate methods) and from HWE in 14 of 96 population-locus comparisons. The 14 HWE deviations involved 9 populations and 5 loci. The MIS population was out of HWE at four loci; no other population deviated at more than two loci. HWE deviations were concentrated at loci PO68 (in four populations), Pml-04 (four populations) and PO35 (three populations).
Genetic diversity. Genetic diversity was highest in northern Michigan (site Otsego County: A R ¼ 8.15; H E ¼ 0.91) and lowest in southern Ohio (site Richardson: A R ¼ 6.13; H E ¼ 0.84; Table 1 ). Allelic richness (A R ) and expected heterozygosity were significantly positively correlated with each other (linear regression, r ¼ 0.99; Po0.0001). A R was not significantly correlated with observed heterozygosity (r ¼ 0.10; P ¼ 0.79), possibly reflecting the presence of null alleles.
Interpopulation differentiation. In the Structure genetic clustering analyses, the mode of the DK metric for all values of K from 1 to 10 was at K ¼ 2 (Table 2) . Over 10 runs at K ¼ 2 (Ln P(D) ¼ À5351.20; Var (Ln P(D)) ¼ 234.62), most individuals from the northern trapping sites were assigned to Cluster 1, whereas assignment of individuals from other sites was split between the two clusters and showed no obvious spatial pattern (Figure 2) .
Analyses of these populations using F ST revealed modest levels of differentiation. Overall levels of differentiation were low but significant (F ST ¼ 0.024; Po0.0001). The lowest pairwise F ST values were Landscape models of genetic diversity Allelic richness was correlated with several measures of habitat availability and with latitude (SAR, r 2 ¼ 0.67; P ¼ 0.002). The selected model for allelic richness was habitat area at the 0.5 km scale ( Figure 3a , Table 3 ; SAR, r 2 ¼ 0.70; AICc ¼ 23.03; P ¼ 0.001); at the larger scales, many of the models were indistinguishable using AICc (Table 3) , due to correlations among the predictor variables (that is, predictor variables were more similar at larger scales, because most variation occurs over short distances). A number of the models incorporating nearest-neighbor distance and area provided good descriptions of the data for expected heterozygosity (H E ): the 0.5-and 5-km area models were indistinguishable (Figure 3b) . None of the models for observed heterozygosity (H O ) were significant.
Landscape models of genetic differentiation
The five northernmost populations that were identified by Structure as consisting of Cluster 1 mice are located in the most heavily forested portion of the study area, where agricultural lands are almost entirely absent (average agricultural distance ¼ 0.79 km; s.d. ¼ 0.65 km). However, spatial autoregression did not identify a significant correlation of membership in the Structure Cluster 1 with either habitat availability at 0.5 km (SAR, r 2 ¼ 0.31; P ¼ 0.141) or latitude (SAR, r 2 ¼ 0.048; P ¼ 0.203), due to the high scatter in Cluster 1 membership among the southern sites (Figure 2) . In landscape distance modeling with Mantel tests, F ST and D C were positively correlated to each other (r M ¼ 0.46; Po0.0001). After error rate correction, F ST was significantly correlated with agricultural distance and developed land distance, as well as with proportion of habitat intervening (r M ¼ À0.65; Po0.0001) and midpoint latitude (Figure 4b In linear mixed modeling, the single-variable models based on agricultural distance, latitude and fraction of habitat intervening were the best descriptors for both of the measures of genetic distance (Table 4) : midpoint latitude was best for F ST (r 2 ¼ 0.65; D ¼ À381; AICc ¼ À369.6) and agricultural distance was best for D C (r 2 ¼ 0.26; D ¼ À261.9; AICc ¼ À251.24). All multivariable models had higher DAICc values (that is, were less descriptive) than the best singlevariable models.
DISCUSSION
Genetic change in P. leucopus In our study of Great Lakes white-footed mice (P. leucopus), changes in genetic diversity, cluster assignments and interpopulation differentiation were associated with spatial variation in habitat availability. In all cases, correlation is in the direction that would be expected if habitat availability were a major constraint on genetic drift in this species (Hutchison and Templeton, 1999) , that is, with lower diversity and higher differentiation to the south. Our results indicate that neither postglacial history nor core-periphery effects determine the genetic structure of P. leucopus in this region, because both hypotheses would predict changes in diversity and differentiation with the opposite directionality. In the case of postglacial expansion, increasing differentiation and decreased diversity to the north would be expected as a result of stepwise dispersal and colonization. The fact that this was seen with mitochondrial DNA (Rowe et al., 2006) but not with microsatellite data may be because 12 000 years is too long a span for the genetic signal to be obtainable from microsatellites in a rodent species with large populations and short generation times. In contrast, the core-periphery hypothesis, which predicts the same pattern of higher differentiation and lower diversity to the north as the result of populations at the periphery of the species' range being smaller and rarer than core populations (Brown et al., 1995; Cushman et al., 2012) , is clearly rejected by our data.
Drift and landscape genetic structure in P. leucopus Most prior studies of P. leucopus have shown significant levels of interpopulation differentiation at the local level, but no isolation-bydistance or spatially consistent distribution of genetic structure (Mossman and Waser, 2001; Anderson and Meikle, 2010; MunshiSouth and Kharchenko, 2010) . If these patterns were applied uniformly across our study area, we would not expect the gradients in genetic diversity and differentiation described here. However, our results for the southern end of our study are consistent with results from other studies of P. leucopus in Indiana and Ohio (Mossman and Waser, 2001; Anderson and Meikle, 2010) : both found relatively moderate but extremely variable levels of differentiation in heavily fragmented landscapes. Specific values for differentiation are also consistent across studies: the overall F ST of 0.024 reported here is comparable to values of 0.041 (Anderson and Meikle, 2010) , 0.033 (Mossman and Waser, 2001 ) and pairwise F ST p0.054 (Rogic et al., 2013) found in comparable prior studies; a higher value of 0.071 has been reported among populations embedded in the dense urban landscape of New York City (Munshi-South and Kharchenko, 2010) .
Although we observed changes in genetic differentiation related to several measures of landscape distance, only agricultural distance stood out as a potential driver of differentiation. This is important because data on use of agricultural areas by P. leucopus are equivocal. Demographic studies have shown that white-footed mice travel in a limited fashion through agricultural fields (Cummings and Vessey, 1994; Krohne and Hoch, 1999; Rizkalla and Swihart, 2007) . However, genetic studies conducted at a local scale have universally concluded that agricultural landscapes have little effect on gene flow in this species (Mossman and Waser, 2001; Anderson and Meikle, 2010; Rogic et al., 2013) , whereas rivers, highways and urban development can have stronger effects (Munshi-South, 2012; Rogic et al., 2013) . Our results suggest a subtle effect of agriculture on dispersal that is too minor to be detected at a small scale, possibly because mice in undetected remnant habitat fragments within the agricultural matrix mediate low levels of gene flow. Our results from both clustering analyses and distance model selection indicated that populations surrounded by unsuitable habitat (that is, those in the south) tend to be more different from each other than are those surrounded by suitable habitat (in the north), regardless of their distance from each other (Figure 4) . As with the observed gradient in genetic diversity, these patterns could result either from accelerated drift and rapid differentiation in small populations whose sizes are limited by habitat availability or from resistance to migration posed by the agricultural landscape. In either case, our data strongly support a role for genetic drift in shaping the genetics of P. leucopus across this region. Together with the approximately tenfold scatter we observed in the F ST -distance curve (Figure 4a ), these patterns resemble Case III described by Hutchison and Templeton (1999) , which is predicted by a steppingstone model of genetic structure with a regional lack of dispersal-drift equilibrium, and with a larger effect due to drift than to gene flow. This pattern is often seen when a species has limited dispersal ability, as in island populations of Galápagos lava lizards (Microlophus albemarlensis; Jordan and Snell, 2008) , or when populations are geographically isolated, as in island populations of Aegean wall lizards (Podarcis erhardii; Hurston et al., 2009) . The fact that the overall level of differentiation in P. leucopus is much lower than is typical of island populations could be due to the recent fragmentation of its habitat, or to a superior dispersal ability of these mice.
CONCLUSION
Analyses of the landscape variables that shape population-level processes such as population size and gene flow provide attractive tools for explaining the distribution of natural genetic variation. For the present study, we used a geographical data set of B2.4 Â 10 8 pixels to examine landscape genetic processes over 220 000 km 2 , along a transect that lacks major topographical variation or obvious barriers to the dispersal of terrestrial mammals. On this scale, we assume that neither the locations of individual animals nor minor local variation in habitat distribution are likely to have noticeable effects. Therefore, it is reasonable to use a population approach and aggregate landscape characteristics instead of using individual animal locations and dispersal pathways. Our finding of significant relationships between habitat availability and genetic diversity/differentiation is not surprising, given similar demonstrations of landscape genetic effects in the literature (see Storfer et al., 2010) ; however, if subsets of our data representing local groups of populations were taken separately, the high scatter of data values would resemble those of other studies of this species (Mossman and Waser, 2001; Anderson and Meikle, 2010) . In other words, large distances in landscape studies are extremely helpful in providing the context necessary to observe and understand the existing patterns (Cushman et al., 2012) in a way that more localized studies cannot. Population and landscape genetics would be greatly helped by a move towards larger-scale studies (genetically and geographically), which would in turn be helped by the development and use of higher-throughput markers and analyses, and by efficient software methods capable of handling the massive quantities of data required for landscape analyses.
Collectively, the results from this study provide a useful test of predictions about the response of populations to rapid habitat changes across large distances, a topic of increasing importance in a world beset by large-scale climate shifts. The residual effects imposed by the relatively recent glaciation of the Great Lakes region that were shown by mitochondrial DNA (Rowe et al., 2006) are not shown by microsatellite markers for P. leucopus. Instead, nuclear genetic diversity increases to the north, as predicted by the local availability of habitat, whereas interpopulation differentiation reflects both latitude and distance between suitable habitat patches. The discordance between mitochondrial and nuclear data, with the latter primarily reflecting very recent habitat fragmentation, shows that the effects of ongoing habitat loss can be separated out from historical influences even when genetic differentiation is low. By using a landscape genetics approach on a broad spatial scale, we were able to distinguish the effects of habitat availability even when the genetic signal was quite weak on a local scale. We suggest that using an increased spatial scale and including the examination of landscape effects can elucidate otherwise obscure population genetic patterns for many other species.
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